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using video movies in listening class
lawrence J cisar athneathn6eanthne franosFranais

video is becoming more and more full length programs usually about one
popular as a teaching tool it lets students hour can be good material with many the
experience natural english in a somewhat students can become familiar with the
natural setting presently however there is characters and the situation the language
very little useful commercially produced and situation are not too rushed but a word
video material for teaching EFL the of caution is in order they may move too
television however is an excellent source of fast and the dialogs may be too artificial in
english taped television programs attempting to wind up the plot in an hour
although presently caught up in legal battles A good program is quincy A poor one is
about ownership and use provide good magnum PJ
material for learners of english the
following article will cover choosing feature films run two hours and gigiveve a
material presenting it in class and full development of the characters while
evaluation of material used you may not be too familiar with them at

the beginning by the end you know all that
you need to and more students are able to

choosing material length escape into the characters as they develop
the films last long enough to use up the

when video material ischoosing length student enthusiasm without causing
very important it is not important in the boredom they are short enough so that
usual sense as you do not have to cover all students who are not interested in that film
the material in one class in fact video is have a hope of seeing something that
ideally designed for carrying over from one interests them before the term is over
day to the next length is important in
letting the student become familiar with the
characters so that the students are able to the final type is the series that lasts
better understand what the characters are eight to twelve hours egwindseg Winds of war
saying and tryingtying to accomplish while being excellently done they are too

long especially for students who dont like
that subject matter ie world war II11

short thirty minute segments time is students who like it are also frustrated as it
given in TV time including commercials do is hard to finish in one term 12 weeks a
not usually allow the students to become program of this length
familiar with the characters if a couple of
segments are available from a series like I1 always use the full film and not clips
this there is no problem but a single short students like to have a full story with which
segment is not enough to work they hate it when they get only a

part of the story they feel that there is
As to cartoons they are usually very information lacking that they need for

hard the language is often distorted and understanding and they worry about that
artificial the situation is unrealistic and lack students like to have an idea of what
they are very cultural in nature for a very happened before and to take it to a logical
advanced class they have value but for conclusion before they leave it A film clip
most students they are too hard rarely does that
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choosing material language really enjoy the first setting wont have to
suffer through it again if you use a

length is only one thing that has to be detective story the first time use a romance
considered another point is the type of the second go from the 1930s to the
language first there must be clarity of distant future
language the standard will vary greatly
with the ability of the students if they have choosing material
not watched a movie before they need one non dialog sections
with very clear language this does not
mean that the language should be unnatural A final consideration in selection is the
A good cause of clear language is in the proportion of non dialog sections you need
movie the mirror crackdcrackeCrackd after watching non dialog sections to provide relaxation
one film students are usually ready for less time while watching the movies of the
clear language I1 have found that john thirties and forties are great for dialog but
wayne movies generally contain less clear they go on and on the long dialogs often
but normal language exposing students to overwhelm students modem productions
language like this in a large context is very are nice in that they break up the story with
rewarding A rather good example is mcq action scenes that help to clarify what was
on the other hand material with excessive said but these sections should not be
mumbling such as rocky is not good overdone if there is too much of this not

much language is learned the james bond
besides being reasonably clear the films tend to have too little dialog also

language must be idiomatic the degree of the dialog is in such small hunks that the
idiomaticityidiomatic ity needs to be determined by the students dont learn anything again a
type of students you have good students balance is needed
can handle fairly normal idiomatic dialog
but they will still need preparation for presenting material
specialized idioms such as those found in
science fiction and war movies for this when you present the film to the
reason science fiction and war movies tend students it needs to be broken up into
not to be good first movies but as a manageable sections in a class hour of fifty
second or third movie science fiction can minutes I1 find sections of eight to twelve
provide a lot of useful contemporary minutes to be ideal this allows each
idiomatic language low level students of segment to be seen two times in each class
course need language with few idioms for period and still leaves time for a lot of
them the language needs to be discussion segments shorter than eight
straightforward minutes leave too much dead time at the end

of class
choosing material setting

in determining where to place the break
A third area of consideration when try to find a spot where there is action

selecting movies is the setting if only one anticipated find a spot that will leave them
movie is going to be used almost any guessing about what comes next so they
setting is acceptable when you use more will be eager to see the next section in the
than one during a term however there mirror crackecrackd the scene where the doors
should be some variety this will appeal to swing open and someone approaches jane
the students in two ways first they wont marple makes a good break point the
repeat the same type of situation and they students want to know what is going to
will experience language in more than one happen to her let them worry about it
style second the students who did not until the next class in their discussion they
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will anticipate what will happen I1 wont use questions that pull out the information
spoil the movie for you by telling that they need in order to answer their

questions the focus is on the students
A sample lesson presentation finding the answers through group

cooperation and discussion

the students watch each segment two
times for the first showing I1 do not give summaries for
them any vocabulary work I1 play the tape evaluation and comprehension
and then break them up into small groups
454 5 students to discuss what they saw and covering the material in class this way

heard if there is a problem due to the does not tell me who really understood what

films historical setting I1 will clarify that happened to determine individuals level of
comprehension I1 have the students writehave work whatthey to try to out actually

link it summaries after every three or fourhappened during the segment and to
with what they have seen before they segments from these I1 can see where they

from the are having trouble and I1 straighten outprovide the clues that are needed
previous sections I1 dont I1 avoid all large general problems at the beginning of the

next class the summaries also force themgroup discussion and question asking at this
time I1 have found that if they go to the to bring the whole story together I1 also

have them do a summary when we finish aislarge group after seeing it only once there
film it like lot of workmay seem a totoo much hesitation they are afraid to get

involved correct and evaluate all those summaries but
it is worth the effort to prevent students
from trying to write a dictation of the filmsafter about ten minutes of discussion I1

and work load humane I1dialog to keep myplay the same segment again As it is
let them to do only summaries I1one pageplaying I1 put the important andor difficult
will not accept anything longer they havevocabulary on the blackboard after the
to make sure that they evaluate the materialsegment is finished I1 try to elicit
properly and include only the importantexplanations of the vocabulary I1 do not

wait a long time for these as I1 am not trying things

to do intensive vocabulary development
neither do I1 spend time working on other evaluation of
uses for these vocabulary items my theflieoole learning experience
examples are based on situations similar to
what they saw in the film some teachers finishing the in class presentation of the
might think this would be a good time for film does not end the instructional process
exercises using the vocabulary I1 dont think it is important to evaluate what happened to
so I1 want them interested in understanding the students and to see if it can be made
the overall film I1 get through the better the first thing to evaluate is the
vocabulary quickly and go back to the naturalness of the language that the students
discussion of the segment I1 want them to developed did the students develop a better
work on understanding feel for listening to the language in normal

situations or did they learn too many
when there is a short time left in the limited expressions that they cant use again

hour about five minutes I1 move to a large or that they misuse when they try these
group discussion and question session this are questions that have to be answered
allows the students to bring up things that separately for each class
they could not discover or solve in their
small groups I1 get the answers from others other questions relate to the video
and I1 avoid giving direct answers myself I1 material used what was the weakness of
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the movie will the next one compensate understand more when they feel something
for that the answers to these questions about the actions if a film is boring
will tell the teacher what to do next having good langaugelangauge will not help the

student much also how were the sound
it is also necessary to look at how the effects the music can greatly affect what is

students felt about the film was it understood I1 dont like to use films where
something that the students found enjoyable the music score is overwhelming it takes
do not rulemieruie out the use of historical films away too much from the language but
because often the students find them to be some music can aid students understanding
very enjoyable I1 have used the film ivanhoe all of these points need to be considered
in class and the students loved it true before using a video a second time
there were a lot of terms for things we dont summary
use in modem society but the language
was natural and the overall situation was

video can be fun to use in class itnatural and the terms did apply to speaking really helps students improve theirabout japanese history on the other hand a your
listening commecomprehensionhension it is not that hardmovie like the french lieutenants woman
for teachers to find good material there is awould be very hard to use because the plot is
lot available on the television weekcomplicated and the situation is unreal for every
wile movies are preferred they are not themany native speakers have troublemany
only thing there are also series that can bewith it after each movie wouldyou
used with this wealth of material and areassess what appeals to your class what is little preparation a good program can benatural and enjoyable for them
established using video material

language is not limited to just the words about the author
written or said language goes beyond that
what were the visual effects of the movie lawrence cisar has been teaching at
did they aid in understanding these are athenee Franfrancaisfrancoiscaisgaiscals in tokyo for over twelve
important considerations in evaluating a years he has been using movies in the
movie beautiful scenery is not what is classroomforclassroom forjor the last three years before
important another question to be receiving his MAT from the school for
considered is did the film involve the international training he was in the peace
emotions of the students students corps in afghanistan




